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Hello Well my goal was to do a clean
format and reinstall windows to factory
setting. I had done that before with the

Windows 7 recovery disks that I
burned when I first got my Asus

laptop. But this time I could not find
the recovery program, being

fraustrated I tried to restore it using
the F9 key, it wanted to restore by

making a system image, and then it
ended up overwriting the harddrive.
Now windows will not boot at all. It
goes to a black screen asking for

media to boot. Now the question is will
your software help me Also can I still

format and reinstall windows to a
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clean state Tip: The reason we have
merged the 32-bit Windows 7 into the

64-bit disk and not the other way
around is to enable the recovery boot
options for a 64-bit Windows. As most
Windows installs are likely to be 64-bit
it makes more sense to to it that way
round. The 32-bit recovery options do
not work on a 64-bit system and you
get the below error. If you want to
have both on the same disk use

WinAIO Maker Professional which can
do it at the click of a button. To create

an all in one ISO image click the
AutoAIO button, browse for a working
folder where the ISO will be created,

then add both the x86 and x64
Windows 7 ISOs. The ei.cfg file that
restricts the versions on the disk will
be automatically removed during the

process. The Enable x64 recovery
mode option is useful because without

it you wont be able to use the
Windows recovery options on a 64-bit
system. Checking the box will create a

boot menu with the 64-bit option
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added. Click Start Compilation and
wait a few minutes for the ISO to be

created.

Windows 7 Recovery Disc 32-Bit (x86) Edition.iso

i am using the recovery tools on a
windows 7 x86. which is working fine. i

can boot it from the cd, it shows the
grub menu, i choose the first option
and i can see the windows 7 image.
the image start to load the files, but
after the loading, it stops. there is a
message saying "can not read the

ntldr". i have tried to run the recovery
on other computer. this error happens
on all the recovery tools i have tried.
does anyone knows the cause of this
error or how can i fix it? thank you for

your help. hi, i am trying to install
windows 7, home premium, 32 bit onto

a hp machine. it does not have a cd
drive, so i have downloaded the 64 bit
version to a usb drive and is booting

from that. i get to the windows loading
screen, then i get the message "the
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windows system recovery is not
compatible with the version of

windows you are trying to repair.
please reboot your computer, select
'startup repair' and try again." i have

checked all the settings, and the
windows 7 recovery disk is still in the
32 bit directory. the other option is to
download the windows 7 32 bit, but it
is a different disk. can i still use the 32

bit recovery disk to boot from usb?
hello, i have a acer aspire e1-511, with
windows 7, home premium, 32-bit and

dvd drive, 16gb internal memory. i
want to install windows 7, home
premium, 32-bit onto it. i have

downloaded the 64 bit edition to a usb
drive, but when i plug it into my

laptop, it doesn't boot from it. it says
the recovery disks are not compatible
with my computer. can i use the 32 bit
recovery disks and will it work or not?

thank you. 5ec8ef588b
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